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ABSTRACT

Bus Pass Management System is the web application that will manage all the records of pass which is issue by bus administrative. Bus Pass Management System which is a automatic system which delivering data processing in a very high speed in the systematic manner. This system helps bus administrative to keep records of bus passes. Before this application the manual process used to do the process of the issuing the bus pass system to the traveler. This manual process requires man power and more time consuming to avoid this difficulty we implement Bus Pass Management System.

Bus pass management system is for students to get pass through online. Before this application performance the manual procedure is used to do the procedure of issue the bus pass to the students. To avoid such difficulties, we execute this system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bus Pass Management system is a web-based technology that will manage the records of pass which is issue by administrative and also help to provide online bus pass to people who need to travel daily. Bus Pass Management System is helpful to bus administrative by reducing the paper work, time consumption and makes a process of getting bus pass as a simple and fast. The Software powered by PHP assures clear and systematic services to the company. This easy to operate system helps to access and change user details, prepare efficient printing potential. The software is designed to prepare good and error free details. The database is driven in my SQL which is providing portability. The resumption procedure can be done Session base as per user desire. Based on that resumption interval amount will be subtract. Bus Pass system projects that manages and prepare several bus pass functionality. The project allows users to register on the bus pass website and interchange to online to manage their account and bus pass connected transactions.

There is a need to reform the formal System with more benefits and Flexibility. We came up with this idea because of the flaws in the current system that would help people better. As per the earlier system people had to do every process manually, but this system helps people to do the work a little faster. The bus scheduling and booking system overcomes most of the limitations of existing software.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

In the existing system bus pass booking and renewal procedure are carried out manually. The person has to visit the token and have to submit the details and then they have to wait for acceptance. For each and every process there is time limit specified if the person fails to go on time then all the arrangement will be cancelled. In this live system was used to bus details continue through file. And after bus details are stored to computerize. The Project standard has to enter all the feature of project, documents, and tasks. And, also the conservation team details and also attempt evaluate. For this motivation the organization continue the size of the document, source code and update the details about team member’s details manually. Which is much of time gobble process and more most of all it is error prone. At present system bus pass collect from store very rare one. User can facing lot of issue.

3. TESTING

DATABASE
4. METHODOLOGY

Bus Pass Management Project in PHP is a web-based technology that will manage the records of the pass which is issuing by departmental and also help to prepare online bus pass to people who need to travel every day. Bus Pass Management System project is helpful to bus management by reject the paperwork, time utilization and makes the process of getting bus passes as easy and fast. Bus Pass Management system uses PHP and MySQL bibliography. This is the project which remain data of the pass which is issuing by the departmental. Bus Pass Management system has two schedule i.e. admin and user.

**DFD for Bus Pass Management System**
5. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Online Bus Pass management system will help save your time and renewal bus passes without standing in a line for hour near counters. It can find all the bus pass related information online without going to the bus station. The paying can be ready online via credit. Administrator can maintain Add Bus Pass Route, View Applied User, Approval Pass Bus, Bus Pass Holders, Bus Pass Renewal details.

The advance system overcomes the drawbacks in the existing system. In the proposed system user register their details through online and get their unique username and password for further processing. The bus pass will be individual for different types of users. In this bus pass, all the required details such as student name, address, date of birth, mail id, name of the school, power period, amount paid (free for government school students) and photo copy of the candidate are provided. Instead of school details, working organization particular will be provided in route bus pass. The renewal process can be done monthly as per user wish. Based on that renewal period amount will be subtract.

Module Description Admin

- Add Bus Pass Route
- View Applied User
- Bus pass Holder
- Renewal

Passenger

- View Route
- Apply Bus pass
- Paid Status
- Renewal
Add Bus Pass Route

Admin module control the other module. Admin has the main power to add routes. This Module has control to accept or reject the passenger bus pass. Once admin accept The bus pass then human Can Make amount through online and get the bus pass through online.

View Applied User

In this module manager add the bus pass road information using this module. It contains information about the Route id, History route, Destination route, quantity. It makes easy to integrate administrator password authentication into your webapp.

authenticate on self with a password for the purpose of security. After the registration valid ID will be provide by the manager. The Passenger can log into the system with this ID. Passenger check view the bus route information view bus route information about the Route id, Source route, Destination route, Amount, Validity request to issue pass information, view the acceptance status, Bus Pass Renewal Information.

View Route

In this Module, traveler can view the bus routes, bus selecting their history and destination in the view routes they can view the bus pass normal price, Less Price and Route id.

Apply Bus pass

In this Module, passenger will be applied to the bus pass by entering their details, selecting the bus type normal price or less price and Route id, Passenger Type and Apply bus pass the request send to the admin.

Paid Status

In this Module, passenger can pay the bus pass quantity, the user can view the bus pass by selecting view bus pass.

Renewal

In this Module, passenger will be renewal their bus pass, entering the bus pass id and view the pass entering the card number and click on the pass renewal and renewal is performed.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure: Home Page
Figure: Pass Details

Figure: Admin Dashboard
Conclusion

The “Bus pass Management System” has been developed to contents all present requirements. The process of getting bus Pass Apply through Online, view bus information and Cost details for given source and destination, Add New bus details and Ticket amount details by admin and all Customer details and Bus pass details and Renewal Details, Payment Details are maintained more simple and easy.
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